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purposes and tasks

Purpose: to reveal the role of the English 
language in mechanics

Tasks: to reveal the importance and necessity 
of mastering the English language base for 
the unhindered performance of official duties



Многие ученики  задаются вопросом для  чего 
они учат  английский язык?Ведь в  будущем они 
не  планируют переезжать  за границу или  
контактировать с  иностранцами.



Why you need to start learning English, and why it is important to do it as early as possible, this is what I 
want to write about in my report.



1. First of all, I would like to write that nowadays student exchange is 
actively practiced, and with good knowledge of a foreign language, 
namely English, there is a real chance to prove yourself as a good 
specialist.
In addition to the first point, I would like to add that in our time, the 
exchange of experience between specialists is also practiced.



2. Knowledge of English allows you to get much 
more information.
After all, there is very little information in Russian 
when compared with the total amount of it. Namely, 
10%, the remaining 90% in foreign languages.



3. Sociability. Foreigners really 
like it when visitors are able to 
communicate in their native 
language.What will allow you to 
gain respect and authority



4.English in the workflow.
More and more enterprises are being filled with imported equipment, and knowledge of English 
will certainly only help you.

      With knowledge of English:                                                                  Without knowledge of English:



So, summing up, I want to make the main idea of this project.The fact that English is not needed by 
students is A DELUSION!!! One way or another, the English language will affect everyone, it does not 
matter directly or indirectly.




